Data breaches are on the rise: In one year, data breaches:

- 21% validated policies
- 16% lost or had devices stolen
- 12% improperly handled sensitive materials
- 8% ran or installed malicious software
- 6% were unauthorized

Federal agencies reported 15% more information security incidents.
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The biggest threat comes from within.

The majority of federal breaches were traced to government employees and contractors. DoD is doing a better job at security training.

Only 72% of DOD and data rights within their organizations.

Government employees are more than civilian agencies.

DoD is doing a better job at security training. Only 72% of DOD employees with significant security responsibilities have taken security training.

With insider threats, there is no single solution. Three key focus areas to address insider threat from a solutions approach are behavioral, physical, and technical.

“With insider threats, there is no single solution. Three key focus areas to address insider threat from a solutions approach are behavioral, physical, and technical.”


Preventing threats is an ongoing mission, but dealing with breaches is essential too.

On average, it takes 3 years to recognize that insider fraud has occurred, and 105 days (more than 3 months) to get to the root of the problem.

A holistic approach to managing documents and data is necessary.

Implementing analytics into document management allows for tracking and actively monitoring to mitigate a threat before it happens and decreases downtime should it. The approach agencies should take include:

- Analyze and track unauthorized access consumption behaviors
- Analyze to track behavior in documents
- Fine-grained access control and management systems
- Multiple isolated access networks
- Encrypt documents
- Digital rights management
- Content redaction
- Digital signatures

Adobe Government solutions give you the tools you need to create engaging communications for any medium, easily manage assets and deliver to any device, and measure the success of your communications plan.

Find out what Adobe can do for your department or agency today.